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RIMSAN Hammerton Boya (Paint) 

Introduction: Styrene-alkyd based, hammered metal looking, air dry last coat hammerton paint.  

Characteristics: Easily covers defects and unevenness that cannot be removed when processing metal 
surfaces.  It gives decorative appearance to the surface. The paint is glued well even on irregular surface. 
Its moisture resistance is high and brightness is long-lasting. The paint is quick-dry. 

Instructions for use: Hammerton is utilized when painting any metal items, equipment, spare parts, 
electrical bars, accessories, machine and devise, elevators, metallic doors and gates. The paint is ready 
for use. No addition is needed. The surface to be painted should be dry and clean. There should be no 
dust and wind in the place of painting. Painting should be conducted with spray method. It is 
recommended to apply pain coats of the same thickness. For achieving an ideal view spraying from 30 
cm distance with 2-3 atmospheric pressure should be carried out. Hammerton should be mixed well 
prior to utilization. 

Dry-out time: 2 hours. Complete dry-out: 24 hours (20°C) 

Storage: The paint should be stored in closed containers between 5-35°C temperatures away from 
direct sunlight in a non-humid place. Storage period: 3 years. 

Safety measures: R10: Is inflammable. S2: Keep out of the reach of children. S3/7/9: Store the package 
closed in a cool and well-aired place. S16: Keep the paint away from potential fire sources. Smoking 
nearby is strictly prohibited. S24/25: Avoid eye and skin contact. S26: After eye contact wash 
immediately with plenty of water. S29: Do not dispose to sewerage. S46: Immediately go to the doctor 
when ingested and submit the package or label. S51: It should be used in well-aired places. 

• Owns AZS-034-98 Standard 
• Owns ISO 9001:2008 document 
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